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my client is to add the k9.2.5 en-zip package and configure it to form a star topology with some wired nodes and with the ip address of the c4500 as the central node. to simplify the configuration, i would like to share configuration from the c4500 with the other nodes. hi dong, i have been doing this for a couple of months and am considering buying a ccx. but i am having a problem. i can’t find the way to export the config of the cisco anyconnect secure mobility client. i am using

ccxv8.2r1.0. i am using windows 10, ccx v8.2 r1.0, all client is running on windows 7. any help would be appreciated! hi under the synchronization section of cisco anyconnect secure mobility client, you should set a backup method. for example, you can set the backup method to be the config of cisco anyconnect secure mobility client. i have an extensive background in networking and have been using the cisco config pro for over a year now. i have been able to configure the router
(1k9) and cisco config pro for over a year and have only had one issue with the firewall and the device setup. i have a couple of questions. 1) does anyone know how to get the xp firewall to install in a shared network rather than forcing the client to install the software. 2) i have been using the asdm to create my user accounts and i have found it to be pretty reliable. i have also been using the cisco config pro for the user accounts and have found it to be pretty reliable. what i have

been having problems with is creating my virtual host (vh) files. i have been using the "add-route" command to create the vh entries. i have recently been encountering issues with the router getting "invalid format" errors on the first 2 or 3 vh files i create. i have tried to troubleshoot and have been unable to find the issue. i have gone through and manually created a couple of vh files and they have worked fine. the router is still sending the invalid format message. i am pretty sure i
have tried all the troubleshooting steps i can think of. i have tried to simply delete the vh files and recreate them and have been encountering the same issue. i have also tried to simply restore the router from a backup and have been encountering the same issue. if anyone has any ideas it would be greatly appreciated. thanks.
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@rojhankumar, i am not getting any longer help from anyone on the cisco forum. i tried to send an email to the support address i got when i registered but received no response. i
am trying to contact cisco support but it seems that i will have to wait until they have time to respond. i am not asking for a refund (i think i would have to do that through cisco
support anyway) but would like to know if there is a service where i could upload my configuration files and have it stored in a secure place for a year or so. it would be great if
there is some way to download the configuration files and apply them to the router. @rojhankumar, i am not getting any longer help from anyone on the cisco forum. i tried to
send an email to the support address i got when i registered but received no response. i am trying to contact cisco support but it seems that i will have to wait until they have
time to respond. i specified iphone in my case as the android may not be an issue but i have no way to verify. the way it typically works is the mobile apps directly apply the

configuration commands stored within the app, so maybe the mobiles are sending incompatible commands. the gui only sends commands pre-programmed into the router itself.
the people who write the command line interface (cli) for the routers are not the same ones that create the mobile applications so they are likely out of sync with the latest

compatible commands. i would highly suggest just deleting the android application also and do everything strictly from the web interface. for me, there has been zero issues with
that method but every time i merely log in with my mobile device everything goes south. 5ec8ef588b
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